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My friend is having a hard time after her
divorce, and so I offer these suggestions
to exact revenge when you need to:
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The Best Revenge

1. Sell all the jewelry he gave you.
What better way to get revenge than to
pawn the jewelry the Ex gave you? Put
it all in a bag and take it to Bill at Coral
Financial Jewelry and Pawn and tell him
we sent you. You will walk out with a wad
of cash in your hand and a big smile on
your face.
2. Get a temporary tattoo. Drive to Key
West and find one of the many temporary tattoo artists, my favorite is outside
the front door of Fat Tuesdays on Duval
Street. Ask them to write boldly on your
arm or get a tramp stamp on your back
(the more visible the better) the name of
your Ex’s worst enemy. The cost depends
on the size $30 to $70 should do it. While
you’re there spend some of that jewelry
money on a frozen margarita.
3. Write a hit song. A broken heart is
sometimes the best motivator for writing a hit song and getting a million dollar

recording contract. Always have a pad
and pen readily available so when you
are drinking away your sorrows and the
words come to mind you will be prepared.
4. Get a hair cut. Chances are your Ex
really likes your hair so go to the beauty
shop and get a new hair style. You’ll feel
like a million dollars and who cares about
that Ex anyway? Wash him or her out of
your hair.

5. Bonk his best friend. Yes, we know
this isn’t very nice but it happens all the
time. Whether you are the bonkee or the
bonker it is a guaranteed good time and
you may just gain some material for your
song unless…..
6. Down and dirty. We do not recommend this, however, for $20 you can purchase live pubic lice at crabrevenge.com.
Seriously! They come in a plastic vial and
you just sprinkle them on the persons chair
or in their car that done you wrong. Their
motto is “make that bitch itch.” For $50
there is also a stronger strain that is even
resistant to drugstore shampoo. Perfect
for that “nitpicking” louse you used to care
about. By the way, the Coconut Telegraph
prefers pubic lobsters.
The best revenge is to just get on with
your life. Scheming and plotting revenge
is just letting the person who hurt you
occupy space inside your head, rent free.
Contrary to popular belief the opposite
of love is not hate. Hate is a strong emotion. The opposite if love is indifference
or apathy, but really now, who cares?
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